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Step 1Agenda 

1. Key Documents 

2. Preparation 

3. Visit 1

4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



The Manual  

What:

» The Manual is used to ‘train the trainers’ (this doc)

» PowerPoint presentation format

» To be re-used to trainer more trainers!

» See notes section for delivering the presentation 

Please refer to the Handbook alongside this 

presentation 



The Handbook 

What:

» Provides detailed information to the trainer (you)

» It will help you:

» Prepare for site visits

» Understand how to implement each step

» Tailor the Training Kit

» Identify START2ACT resources

Please refer to the Training Kit alongside the Handbook.



The Training Kit  

What:

» Content provided to the SME

» Two parts:

» Main guidance

» Supplementary materials 

» Each visit will have a separate training kit

» Fist visit is focused on enabling actions

» Each visit includes element of direct energy 

saving action i.e. top tips

» Each visit includes SEE-CHECK-ACT

Refer to the Handbook for further guidance 



Agenda 

1. Key Documents

2. Preparation 

3. Visit 1

4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



Preparation 

Logistics:

» Contact SME to confirm date/time/location etc.

» Questionnaire 

» Dedicated area/room for discussion

» 2 hours per visit 

» Bundle visits geographically

» Progress update (visit 2 & 3) 

» Review Handbook and Training Kit

Materials:

» Training Kit hard or soft copy

» Instruments where available/useful



Step 1Agenda 

1. Key Documents

2. Preparation 

3. Visit 1

4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



Step 1 Step 2

Create a 
company 

energy 
statement

Create a 
company ‘buy 

smart’ 
procurement 

policy

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Site 
orientation

Understand 
metering and 

monitoring

Check your 
meters

Engage your 
staff in energy 

reduction

Review your 
energy saving 

action plan 

Next steps

Visit 1



Document list 

Documents:

» Energy Statement Template 

» Buy Smart Strategy Template

» Energy Data Collection Template

» Involve Your Staff Guide

» Staff Awareness Campaign Tools

» Walk-around Checklist 



Step 1Step 1: Site Orientation

Why:

» Familiarise  

» Make notes on opportunities 

» Meet key members of staff 

What to ask/look for:

» Type of equipment, systems etc.

» Locations/numbers of relevant energy using equipment 

» Obvious inefficiencies 

» Level of staff awareness 

» Hours of operation, numbers of employees, floor area etc.



Step 2Step 2: Documents

Why

What

Next steps

Energy statement / policy:

» Emphasis on the reasons and benefits

» Many companies skip this – especially SMEs and start-ups! 

» Use template to make process as easy as possible

» If there is time help them fill this out

» Senior sign off is crucial!

Buy Smart Strategy:

» Highlight benefits and function

» Link to general procurement procedure

» Use template

» Key personnel need and senior buy-in



Step 2Step 2: Energy Statement

Why

What

Next steps

An energy statement provides the basis for reducing your energy consumption. Without a clear statement of
intent, supported by senior management, energy efficiency will not be taken seriously. An effective policy
should be relevant and appropriate to the size of your organisation and provide the focus needed to actively
reduce your energy consumption.

The document should be short and to the point i.e. no more than two pages. It should developed with the
chief executive/managing director (or equal), and if possible, be in the public document. Key elements include:

A clear expression your organisation’s energy/carbon aspirations.
• Commitment to raising the energy awareness of all staff.
• Commitment to regular and formal review by management.
• Commitment to determining ways of reducing your energy consumption
• Commitment to consider energy consumption in all relevant decision-making.
• Commitment to ensure resources are in place to meet the policy objectives.
• Commitment to review relevant legislation and requirements

Common weaknesses in energy policies that allow poor energy management are; not actively supported by
senior management, too long, lacking targets and commitments, out of date and not supported by an action
plan with the ability to deliver reductions.

Use the template provided to develop your own customised energy policy.  You should aim to have the policy 
reviewed and signed-off by senior management. 



Step 2Step 3: Metering and Monitoring

Why

Next steps

Step 3

Energy data collection strategy:

» Current data collection system 

» Be prepared to talk about benefits

» Use templates to make process as easy as possible

» Make sure they think of it as a formal procedure rather than casual/limited data 

entry i.e. planning for absences, reminders etc. 

Visit meters:

» Explain how to take a meter read 

» Ask for access ahead of the visit 

» Alternative strategies 



Step 2Step 3: Metering & Monitoring

Why

What

Next steps

The collection of energy data is a fundamental action for all organisations, regardless of size or expertise.
Understanding consumption will enable you to identify energy waste, predict and account for expenditure
more accurately and, assist with better decision making through access to more detailed information.

To manage energy successfully, you need to measure how much you use. This means collecting your own
meter readings rather than relying on figures provided by utility companies. How frequently you collect meter
reads depends on your circumstances. Monthly monitoring, which has historically been the norm, can be a
blunt instrument, while fine-grained (30-minute intervals or less) can bring data overload and
interpretation/analysis complexities.

You should decide for yourself (with help from your guide) what is appropriate for you. If possible, a minimum
of weekly collection should be considered. Insights obtainable from a higher ‘granularity’ of data intervals are
generally worth the effort of collecting and monitoring them.

You should also consider collecting ‘driving factor’ data – this can be something as simple as weather data or
daily office occupancy which usually has an effect on the amount of energy your business uses.

Review the actions on the template provided to help you set-up an energy data collection system.  

Step 3



Step 4: Staff Awareness 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 4

Research and planning:

» Develop their own energy awareness campaign

» Collect quantitative and qualitative data

» Identify behaviour change action(s)

» Set goals and gain senior support

» Resource 

Delivery:

» Timing and audience

» Message and communication 

Monitoring:

» Evaluation and two-way feedback 

» Maintaining momentum 



Step 4: Staff Awareness

Why

What

Next steps

Most businesses could save 5% off their energy bills through behavioural measures. Energy awareness and
behaviour changes should complement other elements of good practice as part of an integrated approach to
energy management in your organisation. Energy awareness can also help you shape your organisational
culture.

The best way to raise energy awareness in your organisation depends on your own circumstances. Some
companies are more advanced than others, and some individuals will be less ‘energy aware’ than their
colleagues. There are however three essential steps to creating a higher level of energy awareness:
1. Research and planning
Understand your current situation and energy use taking a quantitative and qualitative approach. Set
appropriate goals. Establish existing and required resources. Think about timing and the roles and
responsibilities for all involved. Prioritise activities. Identify your target audience. Get top-level support.
2. Delivery
Use the right communications channels and target your messages. See the ‘Involve your staff’ and ‘Staff
awareness resources’ as guide. Treat all activities as pilots that you should and can refine. However avoid
sudden or often changes in direction which can undermine the credibility of your awareness raising campaign.
3. Monitoring
Always allow room for two-way feedback on your activities. Remember to monitor and review awareness
following any set of activities. Don’t forget to close the feedback loop for staff and let them know the impact
of any changes they’ve made.

Follow the steps above in the employee awareness guidance document provided and start communicating 
energy awareness messages to your staff. See the Employee Engagement section on the Knowledge Base to 
learn more. 

Step 4

http://start2act.eu/interactive-energy-saving-platform


Step 5: Review 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 5

Action plan / Checklist:

» Run through requirements for next 6 months

» Highlight estimated timescales

» Talk through optional actions if you deem appropriate 

Top tips:

» Provision of actions that directly reduce energy  

Resources and next visit:

» Highlight START2ACT website and additional resources

» Plan next visit 



Questions and Discussion 



Agenda 

1. Key Documents

2. Preparation

3. Visit 1

4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



Step 1 Step 2

Review 
progress: 

metering and 
monitoring

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Review 
progress: 

energy 
statement and 

Buy Smart 
Strategy 

Review 
progress: staff 

awareness

See how 
much you can 

save with 
plug-in timers

Review your 
energy saving 

action plan 

Next steps

Visit 2



Document list 

Visit 2 supplement:

» Policy document review

» Energy data analysis advice

» Out of hours energy use

» Energy awareness monitoring & 

feedback

» Plug-in timers 



Step 1: Document Review 

Why

What

Next steps

Energy statement and Buy Smart Strategy :

» Review progress and troubleshoot any issues 

» See handbook for additional questions

Step 1

Senior management not interested
Highlight the benefits of cost 
reduction and competiveness

B
A

R
R

IE
R Haven't had time to complete 

documents
Review suggested timeframes and  
decide if client should continue 

M
IT

TI
G

A
TI

O
N

Key personnel have moved on
A robust succession plan of 

management needs to be put in 
place 

Lack of organisational ownership
All key personnel and departments      

should be engaged



Step 2Step 2: Metering and Monitoring

Why

What

Next steps

Review data collection system:

» Spreadsheet or paper based record of monthly/weekly energy data

» kWh and cost information!

» Review issues where client has been unable to collect data

» Supplementary slide “Energy, power and carbon”

Energy data analysis:

» Basic energy use profile

» Identify trends, unexpected energy use

» Variable analysis if appropriate e.g. degree days 



Step 2Step 2: Supplement 

Why

What

Next steps

Additional sheet:

» Where client is not able to 

collect energy data

» Explains the basics of energy, 

power and carbon

» Additional task to check a 

piece of office equipment

» Useful information if client is 

‘advanced’



Step 2Step 3: Staff Awareness review 

Why

Next steps

Step 3

Monitoring:

» Review progress 

» Assess success 

» Generate improvements

» Maintain momentum

Feedback:

» Two-way feedback

» Feedback tips



Step 2Step 3: Staff Awareness review 

Why

Next steps

Step 3

Monitoring tips:

» Baseline accuracy 

» Human observation

» Types of system involved

» Positive bias

Feedback Tips:

» Timeliness 

» Linking feedback back in

» Green messaging 

» Normative social influence



Step 4: Plug-in timers 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 4

Review:

» Introduce technology and benefits

» Demo if you have access to a device

» Identify vendors/models 

» 7 day time switch and digital display

Survey:

» Conduct site walk round to identify appropriate equipment 

» Always check with relevant persons if ok to shut down

» Discuss optimal time settings

» Vending machines can be tricky depending on service agreement 



Step 5: Review 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 5

Action plan / Checklist:

» Run through requirements for next 6 months

» Highlight estimated timescales

» Talk through optional actions where deemed appropriate 

Top tips:

» Actions that directly reduce energy  

Resources and next visit:

» Highlight START2ACT website and additional resources

» Plan next visit 



Questions and Discussion 



Step 1Agenda 

1. Key Documents

2. Preparation

3. Visit 1

4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



Step 1 Step 2

Make sure 
your heating 
and cooling 

system are not 
creating 

unnecessary 
energy waste

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Review 
progress of 
action plan

Understand 
the options 
available to 

you for saving 
energy 

through 
lighting

Consider how 
you can save 

energy 
through 

equipment 
upgrades

Review your 
energy saving 

action plan 

Discuss how to 
progress in the 

future

Visit 3



Document list 

Visit 3 supplement:

» Heating and HVAC Controls 

» Lighting

» Equipment upgrades 



Step 1Step 1: Progress Review

Review:

» Last chance to make sure they have:

» Energy statement 

» Buy Smart Strategy

» Energy data collection system

» Understanding of staff awareness activities

Plug-in timer controls:

» Has the client purchased and installed any units?

» Troubleshoot any issues 

» Help them quantify savings? 

See

Check

Act



Step 2Step 2: HVAC controls 

Why

What

Next steps

Review:

» Visit control interface 

» Air conditioning and/or heating 

» Engage appropriate person

» Localised vs centralised (zonal)

Settings:

» Are time schedules appropriate?

» Are temperature set point approximate?

» Are seasonal set points used?

» Early switch off late/shut down

» Optimum start/stop (advanced)

NB: If you and/or the client are not 
comfortable with the controls don’t 
make adjustments!

However, time and temperature settings 
should be known!



Step 2Step 3: Lighting (management)

Why

Next steps

Step 3

Lighting management measures:

» No cost lighting energy saving interventions

» Optimising daylight

» Switch off regime/procedures

» De-lamping based on Lux levels

Note:

» Measures to reduce solar gain are there for a reason

» Don’t always assume current lighting is fit for purpose 

» Locate switches/controls and find out who/how they are controlled

» Dirty windows and luminaires are an easy fix!



Step 2Step 3: Lighting (investment)

Why

Next steps

Step 3

LED and control measures:

» Emphasise the business case

» Focus on benefits - lower wattage, longer lamp life etc.

» Upfront cost compared to lifecycle costs

» Daylight and occupancy controls optimum placement 

» Not a feasibility assessment 

Note:

» “Control” of lighting maintenance

» Encourage “piloting” of a few lamps

» Full fitting versus retrofit 

» End of life or  early replacement 



Step 4: Equipment upgrades 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 4

IT/small power equipment :

» Focus on procurement 

» Purchasing the right equipment for the job

» Are high powered PCs and laptops necessary?

» What about “thin-client” systems 

» Conduct site survey (could combine with lighting)

Note:

» Do not encourage replacement of equipment with serviceable life

» Other small power equipment might come under this bracket

» IT departments/professionals not always the most welcoming to energy efficiency!



Step 5: Review 

Why

What

Next steps

Step 5

Action plan / Checklist:

» Review step from final visit 

» Talk through optional actions if you deem appropriate

» Look to future and next steps 

Top tips:

» Provision of actions that directly reduce energy  

Resources:

» Highlight START2ACT website and additional resources



Tailoring 

What:

» Partners will need to tailor the Training Kit in order to:

» Translate 

» Customise 

» Adjust according to clients’ ‘maturity’

» Adjust according to clients’ on site systems and operations  

» Check metering/monitoring advice is appropriate

» Revise the way you approach the metering/monitoring steps 

» Check focus of local climatic conditions is appropriate 

» Other 



What if…

• the client has largely done most of the activities scheduled for this visit?

• the client has been unable to complete any of the tasks and no progress is made?

• after the first visit the client is not interested in completing the programme?

• they are located in a tenanted building with very little control over the 
maintenance and upkeep of the property?

• they are physically unable to collect their energy data?

• they are interested in on focussing on other areas not covered in the programme?

• they are interested in further support?

• they have seen no measureable reduction in their energy use?



Questions and Discussion 
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1. Key Documents
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4. Visit 2 

5. Visit 3 

6. Energy Saving Platform



Energy Saving Platform

» An interactive website (translated into all partner languages)

» Open-source, so can be accessed by anyone (sign up required for some 

features)

» Created alongside the Training Kit materials, so can be used as an 

additional resource by START2ACT participants

Includes four elements:

» Knowledge Base

» E-Learning

» Energy Saving 

Competition

» Interactive Social 

Platform



Knowledge Base

Topic list: 

» Lighting

» Heating & cooling

» Office equipment

» Metering & monitoring

» Procurement

» Green marketing

» Choosing green offices

» Greening product and 

services

» Save energy at home

» Green finance

» Energy efficiency advice pages for SMEs and 

startups

» Open access

» Split into energy saving opportunity areas (see 

topic list)

» Focuses on low and no cost energy saving 

measures and on improving energy 

management



Knowledge Base: structure

Knowledge Base

SME Startup

Owner/Manager Employee Own premises Shared office



Knowledge Base: content

Each topic sets out:

» Top low and no cost recommendations

» Detailed implementation advice

» Facts

» Graphs/images

» Downloadable materials

» Links to external tools and resources



Site demo

http://start2act.eu/interactive-energy-saving-platform

http://start2act.eu/interactive-energy-saving-platform


E-Learning

» Provides registered users with an 

opportunity to engage with the energy 

efficiency content

» All users can complete the first two 

modules:

» Energy Efficiency in the workplace

» Save Energy at Home

» Managers have an extra module:

» Smart Energy Management Systems

» The modules are based on chapters from 

seven of the Knowledge Base topics

» Mixture of presentation slides and 

interactive exercises



E-Learning: Structure

MODULES CHAPTERS DURATION IN MINUTES

1 Energy efficiency in the 

workplace

Light 5-10 mins

HVAC 5-10 mins

Office equipment 5-10 mins

Test

2 Save energy at home Save energy at home 5-10 mins

Test

3 Manager module, Smart Energy 

Management Systems

Procurement 5-10 mins

Metering and monitoring 5-10 mins

How to engage and involve all staff 

members?
Max. 5 mins

Test



Energy Saving Competition

» A competition to motivate SMEs to improve their energy management 

processes and reduce energy use

» Each SME can register with one account

» The SME can self-assess the energy efficiency status of their office and will 

receive a numerical score

» The SME will receive a bronze/silver/gold/platinum START2ACT award 

depending on their score

» The SME can return to the competition multiple times and review their 

self-assessment to achieve the next award level



Energy Saving Competition: Structure

» The competition focusses on five elements of energy management and 

reduction:

» Strategy

» Monitor & Manage

» Identify

» Implement

» Engage

» Behind each icon is a checklist with 

actions relating to each category

» The SME can tick off all of the 

actions that they have completed 



Energy Saving Competition: Checklist

Action We’ve done 

this/we do 

this regularly

N/A Evidence 

uploaded?

Add 

comment

We have conducted a walk around of the office and 

have identified low and no cost energy saving 

opportunities. [Read more]

[Ability to ] [Ability to 

]

[Ability to ] [Insert text]

We conduct regular walk arounds and regularly 

identify energy saving opportunities to be included 

within an action plan. [Read more]

As well as identifying low and no cost energy saving 

opportunities, we identify longer term investment 

opportunities. [Read more]

We identify opportunities for procuring more energy 

efficient equipment, so that when the time comes to 

upgrade equipment energy efficiency of new 

equipment is considered. [Read more]

Checklist example for the 'Identify' category



Energy Saving Competition: Process Flow

1) SME registers

2) Company self-assesses

3) SME updates self-assessment (optional) – 
can revisit as many times as wished

Introductory email sent with login details

SME’s score is generated and award is sent via 
email with the full action plan

Reminder email after 2 months 

SME’s score is generated and new award is 
sent via email with the full action plan

In M32, award holders are shortlisted

Shortlist is judged by START2ACT partners (using set assessment criteria). Prize available for the winners 
and also for the most creative/innovative



Interactive Social Platform

» Available to registered users

» Forum-like online environment facilitating 

information sharing between SMEs and startups

» Users will be encouraged to share experiences, 

achievements, interests and needs relating to 

energy efficiency

» Includes an ‘Ask the expert’ function to allow 

users to directly ask questions to the national 

partners



Questions and Discussion 
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